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I live in here so i could easily qualify France political regime as a fongus colony growing on a
dead corpse. The 5th French banana Republic also work. You get dementia Biden in the US
and we get gerontophilia Macron in here. This is the same globalist team behind the two of
them.
As a response to No_Pretzel_Logic comment under :
You really have to be a fool to get a PCR test, even more if coerced. I knew about Kary Mullis
tape since December 2020, by my own research. The PCR test creator himself, saying PCR
isn't a reliable method to detect a disease that could hurt you. You tube made it disappear in an
instant, google followed the lead, upgraded digital "damnatio memoriae". I tried to warn some
of my people not taking these mRNA poison, i was labelled a conspiracy theorist and sadly
failed to open their closed eyes. I do not care about it anymore. People who took these mRNA
poison are as good as dead. Their immune system is now hijacked with spike protein. There is
no cure and they will not make it on the long run.
I have never wear a mask outside, never made a single test, never will and surely won't take
this mRNA so called "vaccines". I just wanted to be left the fvck alone and mind my own
business but it will not be tolerated anymore, thanks to the WEF and their corporate/political
minions. New law will ban me from restaurant, cinema, most shops? I am fine being an outcast
with my immune system intact, the way nature gave it to me. You will need much more than
this to break my free will.
When i drive to the french wallmart equivalent to buy groceries, it amaze me how the outside
parking test tent get a lot of people waiting to get a "free" PCR test. Young children wearing
mask up to their eyes in the summer. It saddens me to see people and parents so easily
tricked into this mass hysteria, unknowingly hurting their siblings in numerous ways. I already
tried to warn some, it is pointless. Covid became a Cult, the Covidian Cult. True believers will
not change their mind.
Inside the mall, audio background always ordering you to follow the mask rules and other
insanities. Outside, on the parking lot, there is a permanent feminine audio voice message in
the background, telling you to wear this damn mask upside the nose and to be in this
"together". We already live in an insane sanitary dystopia, an open air psychiatric ward, and
most people seems to enjoy it. Most people have no dignity at all, they will accept anything for
one lunch/beer at the restaurant/bar, including the social credit (health) score and mandatory
vaccines. What is even the point living like a lab rat?
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Expanding DNA database is probably a minor part of it. Still, not the main axiom which is
coercion. To coerce people they will make them paid for their PCR tests and you will need to
make one pretty much every 2 days with the "vaccine" digital passport. I absolutely hate
coercion, it p*sses me of. I am just not brain wired as a submissive individual, never was and
never will be. Lucky me, i only see ever evolving patterns intricated within each others.
I do not think our Elites Overlords are stupid. My guess is they fear to lose control of their fake
narrative and made apparent their excessive hubris accelerating their great reset agenda
through the sold out puppet Macron. Next step will probably be cyber attacks targeting the
supply chain digital networks.
By the way, the next French State ID card (EU standard) will include a digital equivalent
containing bio metrics such as fingerprints and facial markers.
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